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Grades K–5

Overview



TEACH IT YOUR WAY,
TENNESSEE

All of your  
resources  
are available  
to you in  
one place. 
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To see all grades, 
reference your 
Tennessee Literacy  
Model brochure.



• Authentic Culturally Diverse Literature Where Students Can See Themselves

• Spanning from Classic to Contemporary

• Aligned to Science and Social Studies Content

BUILD KNOWLEDGE
THROUGH AUTHENTIC DIVERSE LITERATURE
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Embedded Close Reading 
Routine facilitating a deeper 
understanding of Complex Text

Complex Text correlated to Science and 
Social Studies Concepts

Point-of-Use Strategies 
to facilitate Access to 
Complex Text

ANCHOR TEXT

Literature Anthology 

Aguinaldo

Literature Anthology, pp. 178–179

Approaching Level Have students listen to the selection 
summary. Use the Reread prompts during Small-Group time.

On Level and Beyond Level Pair students or have them 
independently complete the Reread prompts on Reading/ 
Writing Companion pages 14–16.

English Language Learners Before reading, have Beginning 
and Early-Intermediate ELLs listen to a summary of the 
selection, available in multiple languages. See also Small 
Group pages. 

DIFFERENTIATED READING

 DOK 1–2

• Identify key ideas and details about helping  
your community.

• Take notes and summarize.

• Use TCA  prompts as needed.

 DOK 2–3

• Analyze the text, craft, and structure.

• Use Reading/Writing Companion, pp. 14–16.

 DOK 4

• Integrate knowledge and ideas.

• Make text-to-text connections.

• Use the Integrate lesson.

• Inspire action.

Close Reading Routine

1

Have students apply what they learned as they 
read.

4.3(A), 4.3(B), 4.6(D), 4.7(F), 4.8(D), 
4.10(B) 4.10(E)

(c)4.C.2, (c)4.F, (C)4.G, (c)4.J

   What makes this text complex?
 Prior Knowledge
 Sentence Structure
 Genre/Structure
 Specific Vocabulary
 Connection of Ideas

TCA

T43A UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2

GENRE STUDY: NARRATIVE POETRY T205

Comprehension/Genre/Author’s Craft
7 Cite relevant evidence from text
7 Make inferences to support understanding
7 Infer the theme in a poem using text evidence
7 Identify stanza and repetition in a poem
7 Analyze character and plot in a poem
7 Identify and analyze elements of narrative 

poetry

4.6(F), 4.7(C), 4.7(G), 4.8(A)-(C), 4.9(B), 4.10(D)

Composition
Writing Process
7 Plan and draft a narrative poem

4.10(D), 4.11(A), 4.11(B)(i)-(ii), 4.12(A)

Grammar
7 Identify and use pronouns and homophones

4.3(D)

Response/Analytical Writing
7 Write responses that demonstrate 

understanding.

4.7(G), 4.8(C)

Inquiry and Research
• Conduct an interview
• Produce a podcast or recording of an interview

of a person who has helped your community

4.1(A), 4.13(A), 4.13(C)

Content Area Learning
• Explain how individuals can participate 

voluntarily in civic affairs at state and local 
levels through activities such as holding public 
officials to their word
Social Studies TEKS: 4.17(B) 

Foundational Skills
Oral language
• Engage in collaborative discussions
• Paraphrase portions of “Sam’s Box”
• Present information about a podcast or

recording of an interview of a person who has
helped your community

4.1(C), 4.7(D), 4.13(E)-(F), 4.13(H)

Vocabulary Acquisition
• Acquire and use academic vocabulary

triumph  attain  dangling  hovering  stanza
connotation  denotation  repetition

4.3(A)-(B), 4.7(F)

Vocabulary Strategy  
7 Use a dictionary or context clues to determine 

the connotation or denotation of a word

4.3(A)-(B)

Phonics/Word Study 
• Decode words with Variant Vowel /ô/

4.2(A)(ii)

Spelling Words
caught  laws  drawn  strawberry  straw  awe  shawl   
alter  halt  talking  walker  chalk  stalk  small  caller   
squall  cough  fought  thought  false

• Differentiated Spelling Lists, page T252

4.2(B)(i)

Fluency  
• Read fluently with proper rate and expression

4.4

Student Outcomes

Use the Data Dashboard to filter class, 
group, or individual student data to guide 
group placement decisions. It provides 

recommendations to enhance learning for 
gifted and talented students and provides extra 
support for students needing remediation.

Scaffolded supports for English Language 
Learners are embedded throughout the 
instruction.

(c)1.A.1, (c)1.A.2, (c)2.C.2, (c)2.C.3,
(c)2.D.1, (c)3.E.1, (c)3.F.2, (c)4.F.2
(c)4.F.7, (c)4.G.3, (c)5.C.1, (c)5.D.2

WEEK 5
7 Tested in Wonders assessment

SO
CI

AL
 STUDIES

WEEK 5

Comprehension/Genre/Author’s Craft
7 Cite relevant evidence from text
7 Make inferences to support understanding
7 Identify author’s point of view
• Reread to monitor and adjust comprehension
7 Analyze the procedural text structure
7 Identify and use maps and headings

4.6(F), 4.6(I), 4.7(C), 4.9(E)(i)-(ii), 4.10(A)-(B)

Composition
Writing Process
7 Plan and draft an opinion essay

4.11(A), 4.11(B)(i)-(ii), 4.12(C)

Grammar
7 Identify and use irregular verbs

4.11(D)(ii)

Response/Analytical Writing
7 Write responses that demonstrate 

understanding

4.7(B), 4.7(C), 4.13(E)

Inquiry and Research
• Read a diagram.
• Produce a slide show that illustrates the life

cycle of a crop and its journey from the field to
shipment.

4.6(H), 4.13(B)-(C), 4.13(E), 4.13(H)

Content Area Learning 
• Explore, illustrate, and compare life cycles in 

living organisms 
Science TEKS 4.10(C) 

Foundational Skills
Oral language  
• Engage in collaborative discussions
• Paraphrase portions of “All About Organic”
• Present information about a crop’s journey from

the field to shipment

1(A)-(B), 1(D), 4.7(D), 4.13(H)

Vocabulary Acquisition
• Acquire and use academic vocabulary

agriculture  advancements  characteristics  concerns
disagreed  inherit  prevalent  resistance

4.3(B), 4.7(F)

Vocabulary Strategy  
7 Use Greek roots to define unfamilar words

4.3(C)

Phonics/Word Study
• Decode words with compound parts

2(A)(ii)

Spelling Words
Week 5
fishbowl  lookout  yardstick  desktop  campfire  
overhead  waterproof  grandparent  railroad  
snowstorm  loudspeaker  bookcase  bedroom   
blindfold  newborn  bedspread  yourself  overdo 
clothesline  undertake

• Differentiated Spelling Lists, pages T252

4.2(A)(i)

Fluency  
• Read fluently focusing on accuracy and a proper

rate

4.4

Student Outcomes

Use the Data Dashboard to filter class, 
group, or individual student data to guide 
group placement decisions. It provides 

recommendations to enhance learning for 
gifted and talented students and provide extra 
support for students needing remediation.

Scaffolded supports for English Language 
Learners are embedded throughout the 
instruction.

(c)1.B.1, (c)2.C.4, (c)2.D.1, (c)2.I.3, (c)3.B.2,
(c)3.B.3, (c)3.D.1, (c)3.E.1,(c)3.G.1, (c)3.H.3,
(c)4.C.1, (c)4.F.2, (c)4.F.8, (c)4.F.9,
(c)4.G.4, (c)5.B.2, (c)5.D.3, (c)5.G.3

7 Tested in Wonders assessments

GENRE STUDY: ARGUMENTATIVE TEXT T205

   
   

SC
IENCE

Close Reading Routine

ACT: Access Complex Text

T045A_T045L_CR20_TX_T3v2_U3GS1_WG_AT1_123456_217671.indd 02/01/18 03:07PM

8   Skill: Main Idea and Key 
Details

What do all the details in the second 
paragraph on page 202 have in common? 
(They are all about the way planets rotate as 
they travel.) Determine the main idea of this 
paragraph. (Planets rotate on their axes as 
they travel.) Add the key details and the main 
idea to your chart.

Detail

Planets rotate as they travel.

Detail

Planets rotate around an axis, an imaginary line 
running through the center vertically.

Detail

Earth rotates all the way around its tilted 

axis in 24 hours.

Main Idea

All planets rotate on their axes while traveling.

Build Vocabulary page 202

imaginary: not real; existing only in the mind

Literature Anthology, pp. 202–203

Specific Vocabulary

Review with students that authors often provide 
definitions or restatements in the surrounding sentences 
to clarify the meanings of unfamiliar words. Point out the 
word elliptical on page 202.

 • What does elliptical mean? (oval-shaped) Have a 
volunteer read aloud the sentence that defines 
elliptical.

 • Identify context clues to figure out what rotate means. 
(spin around)

 • What does axis mean? (an imaginary line that runs 
through the center of the planet from top to bottom) 
Have a volunteer read aloud the sentence that defines 
axis.

Access Complex Text

ANCHOR TEXT
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T45I UNIT 3 WEEKS 1 AND 2

Program: TX Component: TE
PDF Pass

Vendor: Lumina Grade: 3
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LAY A FIRM
FOUNDATION

Interactive Games & Activities...
that students want to do!
• Phonics/Spelling practice 
• Phonics games
• Word sort activities
• Sound spelling songs
• Word study games
• Interactive Alphabet Poster

An ever growing trade book database that facilitates independent reading, 
small group instruction, intervention, authentic read alouds, and more. 
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Photo 
Cards

Digital and Print Resources for Every Phonics Lesson

Reading Writing Workshop

High-Frequency Words

Leveled Workstation 
Activity Cards

Response Board
Write-on/Wipe-off Sound Spelling 

Cards

 Instructional 
routine handbook

Your Turn Practice Book 

Phonics/Spelling 
Practice Book Online

Teaching Posters 

Decodable Reader 
(Grades K–2)

Word Building Cards

Over 90 High-Frequency 

Words taught in Kindergarten!

Practice
Book

Grade 4

• Grammar
• Phonics
• Spelling
• Vocabulary
• Handwriting

Includes Differentiated Spelling Practice

Instructional
Routines
Handbook

Explicit and Systematic  
Modeling and Guided Practice  
in sound manipulation

Daily phonics practice activity
application of the phonics skill

Engaging digital practice 
accessed at school or home

Immediate Corrective Feedback
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A PATH FORWARD  
FOR EVERY LEARNER
Wonders provides you with a collection of resources and 
instruction to move students ahead as soon as they’re ready. 
Differentiated instruction is built into the resources and lessons, 
providing all students with the scaffolding or extensions they need 
to be an active part of their classroom community of learners. 

FOR EVERY STUDENT
DIFFERENTIATED

Your STRUGGLING READERS 
find targeted support including  
Tier 2 resources, to help them  
“level up.”

50% fiction, 50% non-fiction, Wonders 
Leveled Readers help students level 
up with readers that share the same 
skills, vocabulary, and concepts—all 
connected to the Reading/Writing 
Companion. 

Expository readings in science and 
social studies promote deeper 
understanding of content across 
disciplines while providing students 
with nonfiction titles that are identical in 
every way—except complexity.
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FOR EVERY STUDENT
DIFFERENTIATED

ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS 
are supported with instruction directly 
integrated into your core Wonders 
curriculum, providing both academic  
and social language acquisition.  
Resources are built to ensure equity  
of access for all, from newcomers  
to those with advanced proficiency.

English Learner  
Benchmark Assessments  
also available online

Ell screen shot

GIFTED AND TALENTED 
students will find additional choices 
to extend their reading, research 
areas of interest, and write about 
everything they’ve learned. 

Unit 3: Community
Use the following prompts to extend vocabulary and to further engage students in collaborative conversations about the photographs.

Words and Phrases to ElicitPrompts

My 
Community

15a-15d

Technology

16a-16e

Transportation

17a-17e

Food and 
Meals

18a-18d

Shopping

19a-19d

What do you see?
Where do you think this is?
What are they doing?
What is he doing?
What are they wearing?
How are they feeling?
How is he feeling?

15a: firefighters, fire station, talking, fire fighter uniforms, happy, good, smiling, laughing

15b: stores, small town, United States; (I Think this is ____.)

15c: kids in a garden, community garden, picking vegetables, T-shirts, pants, happy, smiling

15d: neighborhood, delivering mail, house, carrying mail

Where are they?
What are they doing?
What are they doing differently?
What do you think he is doing?
Why do you think that?

16a: computer lab, working on projects, researching, talking, listening

16b: woods, forest, trail, park, taking a photograph, mom is holding camera phone, kids are posing

16c: living room, home, watching television, using computer, using smartphone

16d: watching a video, researching, he’s having fun, smiling

16e: museum, science center, looking at a map, learning, pointing, studying, looking closely

What do you see?
Where do you think it is going?
Where do you think they are 
going?
Why do you think that?

17a: silver train, downtown

17b:  big, orange boat, ferry, Staten Island, New York, written on the boat; photo: Staten Island Ferry, New York 

City, New York

17c: big, silver, blue, train, far away, into a city, out of a city

17d: cars, trucks, vans, into a city, out of a city

17e: large, white, green, airplane, far away, city

Where do you think they are?
What are they doing? 
What are they eating?
How do you think they feel 
about it?

18a: restaurant, talking, listening, having fun, handing the menu, happy because they are smiling

18b:  picnic, back/front yard, eating together, family reunion, fruit, grapes, apples, salad, lemonade, happy, 

smiling, laughing; (I think they are ____.)

18c: restaurant, eating, talking, laughing, salad, soup, pizza, excited, happy, smiling, laughing

18d: home, school, eating, pizza, happy

What do you see?
Where do you think they are?
What are they doing?

19a: two girls, shoe store, shopping for shoes, comparing prices, checking prices

19b: girl and her mom, sister, clothing store, shopping for clothes, comparing prices, checking sizes

19c: yard sale, front yard, buying a plate, selling a plate

19d: family, parents and son, grocery store, supermarket, farmer’s market, buying apples, laughing

Grades 3-6

My Community

kali9/Getty Images

Grades 3-6 • Newcomer Visuals • Unit 3 15c

DIFFERENTIATE
DAILY
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HELPING STUDENTS BECOME  
STRONG, CONFIDENT WRITERS
In Wonders, students engage in

• Daily writing practice 

• Developing habits of writing 

• Writing about reading, using text  
evidence to support their response 

• The writing process, developing  
a strong routine that will impact their  
use of the written word throughout  
their lives 

WRITING
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In Wonders, students will engage in 

• Extended writing in specific genres 

• The writing process from planning through presenting 

• Targeted mini-lessons and embedded opportunities  
for teacher and peer conferencing 

10



SUPPORT
ASSESSMENT

Wonders offers a powerful suite of scheduled 
and ad-hoc assessments to demonstrate 
student mastery of grade-level standards.

Assessment  
Handbook
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• Placement and Diagnostic as the initial screening instrument. 

• Benchmark Assessments in grades K and 1 assess skills at mid-year and end-of year 
junctures and provide a snapshot of student progress. 

• Test Preparation and Practice in grades 2–5 features three full-length reading and 
writing tests of equivalent difficulty that can act as traditional benchmarking tools  
as well as skill mini-lessons. 

• Progress Monitoring Assessments highlight student understanding of the key 
comprehension skills and vocabulary strategies encountered during each genre  
study. This includes the Recommendations Report delivering targeted reteaching and 
lessons for each group, accessible with one click, to support and advance all learners.

• Unit Assessments measure student progress through the curriculum and gauge their 
understanding of previously-taught skills, including items on revising and editing, phonics, 
and a prompt-based writing experience. 

• Running Records/Benchmark Books contains individually administered assessments 
that evaluate a student’s oral reading ability and identify a student’s style, strategy use, 
and independent, instructional, and frustrational reading levels.

• Fluency Assessment contains the reading passages used to assess students’ ability  
to read accurately, fluently, and with understanding. 
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with PURPOSE
PREPARE 

In the same way that you want to prepare your 
students for success, we want to ensure that 
you have the resources and support you need 
to implement Wonders with success—and 
confidence.

In the first unit of every grade, the Start Smart 
pages of your Teacher’s Edition provide an 
overview and explanation of the instructional 
lessons and routines. 

Your online Professional Development resources are available 
24/7, on-demand, so you get the support you need, whenever 
you need it. You’ll find Quick Start courses that will help you 
make the most of the digital workspace, classroom videos, coach 
videos featuring our authors, and whitepapers, as well as the 
Instructional Routine Handbook and Research Base Alignment. 

Point-of-use professional development Point-of-use coaching videos

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
RESOURCES FOR GETTING STARTED 
IN YOUR CLASSROOM

See the online Professional 
Development at 
my.mheducation.com as 
well as the Instructional 
Routine Handbook for more 
information about how to 
teach with Wonders.

PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

START SMART
overview

Start Smart provides an overview of the instructional 
lessons and routines within Wonders by providing an 
explanation of the Unit 1 genre study Teacher’s Edition 
lessons. Learn about the purpose and strength of 
Wonders instruction through the following features:  

Author Insights  

Identify research that supports Wonders’ pedagogy. 

Social Emotional Learning  

Learn how Wonders helps students develop the 
ability to manage emotions and engage in prosocial 
behavior.

Habits of Learning 

Understand how Wonders develops critical habits 
that will help students succeed in school and 
throughout life. 

Routines  

Find out how the instructional routines help students 
take ownership of their learning. 

Classroom Culture  

Recognize key aspects of the Classroom Culture that 
can facilitate students’ Habits of Learning. 

Teach It Your Way 

Determine how to adapt instruction and incorporate 
different approaches to best meet students’ needs.

Use the Placement and Diagnostic Assessments 
to determine instructional and grouping needs 
for your students. 
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PREPARE WONDERS GRADES K–5

FROM EDREPORTS.ORG 
ALL GREEN RATINGS 

MEETS
EXPECTATIONS 

K–5

GATEWAY 1
Text Quality and 

Complexity
The instructional materials 
reviewed for Wonders K–5  

meet expectations for  
Gateway 1, Text Quality &  

Complexity and Alignment  
to Standards. 

Texts are worthy of students’ 
 time and attention, the materials 

support students’ advancing  
toward independent reading,  

and provide opportunities  
for rich and rigorous  

evidence-based discussions 
 and writing about texts.

Materials in reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, and  

language are targeted to  
support foundational reading 

development and are  
aligned to the standards.

GATEWAY 2
Building Knowledge

The instructional materials 
reviewed for Wonders K–5 meet 

expectations for Gateway 2, 
Building Knowledge with Texts, 

Vocabulary, and Tasks. 

Texts are organized around  
topics to build knowledge and  
vocabulary. Materials require 

students to analyze texts in order 
to make meaning and build 

understanding and to analyze the 
knowledge and ideas across texts. 

Tasks support students’ ability 
to complete culminating tasks to 

demonstrate knowledge of a topic.

Materials support students’ 
increasing writing skills over the 
year, building students’ writing 
proficiency. The instructional 

materials include a progression 
of focused research projects to 
encourage students to develop 
knowledge using multiple texts 

and source materials and provide 
a design, including accountability, 

for how students engage in 
independent reading either  

in or outside of class.

GATEWAY 3
Usability

The instructional materials 
reviewed for Wonders K–5  
meet the expectations for  
Gateway 3, Instructional  

Supports and  
Usability Indicators. 

Materials are well-designed  
and take into account effective 

lesson structure and pacing. 
Materials support teacher  

learning and understanding  
of the Standards. Materials  

offer teachers resources and  
tools to collect ongoing data  
about student progress on  

the Standards. 

Materials provide teachers  
with strategies for meeting the 
needs of a range of learners  

so that they demonstrate 
independent ability with  
grade-level standards.  

Materials support effective  
use of technology to enhance  

student learning. Digital  
materials are accessible and 

available in multiple platforms.

MEETS
EXPECTATIONS 

K–5

MEETS
EXPECTATIONS 

K–5
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mheonline.com/tennessee

EVERY STUDENT IS A SUCCESS STORY
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